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Product Overview Of Ad Spy Pro Pay Per Click Search Engine Marketing is, in my opinion, the fastest

traffic generation strategy In that your ads will appear within minutes after you have set up your ad

campaign, and if you target the right keywords, you can get traffic to your websites within the next 10 15

minutes! For the benefit of those who do not know what Pay Per Click Search Engine Marketing is, it is

basically a paid traffic generation strategy where you place ads in the Search Engines, and you only need

to pay when someone clicks on your ads. If you target the correct set of keywords, as well as chosen the

right products to promote, you will be able to generate a massive amount of cash using this traffic

generation strategy. However, this is also where the problem lies Most marketers (especially newbie

marketers) often target the wrong set of keywords, and also promote the wrong products, and burning a

very big hole in their wallet (in that after spending a huge amount of money in their Pay Per Click Search

Engine Marketing campaigns, they fail to make a single sale). If you are also encountering this problem,

then you will need to check out this software called Ad Spy Pro. What this Ad Spy Pro does is that it

allows you to determine which niches are profitable (along with which products you should promote that

will generate you the most commissions). Not only that, it also can help you determine which set of

keywords (that are profitable) you should bid on in your Pay Per Click Search Engine Marketing

campaigns. AdSpy Pro has an extremely easy to use interface and to help you along, there are also a

total of 6 step-by-step videos to help you get started using this software (where you can watch and follow

accordingly), along with a user manual (for those who prefer reading instead of watching videos). How Ad

Spy Pro Works The following is a brief overview to show you how Ad Spy Pro works: After installing this

software onto your server, you need to log in to create a campaign with a list of keywords that you would

like to track and spy on. AdSpy Pro will then proceed to scour the Internet and collect ads that are found

with each keyword that you would like to track. This software has also the capability to identify affiliate

ads (ads where, when someone clicks on, leads them directly to the product salesletter, with the affiliates

ID attached) vs non-affiliate ads (where it leads visitors into the advertisers own websites) This software

will track those ads for the length of time that you have instructed it to, and it gathers up all kinds of juicy
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competitive information for you Such as for how long did the advertiser bid for each individual keywords,

the set of keywords each advertiser has bid on, the ads each advertiser have used, etc. From the

information that you get from Ad Spy Pro, you will be able to determine which keywords that you should

bid on (if you see someone bidding for a particular keyword for a couple of weeks straight, you know that

the particular keyword is profitable if not the advertiser would not be so silly enough to continue bidding

for that keyword), along with which products/services you should promote (if you see a certain advertiser

promoting that particular product for a few weeks straight, then likelihood is that they are generating

profits from it). For more products, please visit us @ Internet Profit Machines (internetprofitmachines.com)
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